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City take advantage of Reina's blunder to move clear at the top 
Manchester City 3 Liverpool 0 
Only a couple of days late, Manchester City last night discovered the new year's 
resolution that is required of any team with Barclays Premier League title-winning 
aspirations. This was nothing like their most thrilling victory of the season, but as 
a response to their dramatic defeat by Sunderland, it was emphatic. 
Roberto Mancini would have expected nothing less. City allowed adventure and 
excitement to get the better of them as they fell to a sucker punch at the Stadium 
of Light, but this was how champions are supposed to respond: early goals from 
Sergio Aguero and Yaya Toure and an unyielding and tactically astute 
performance thereafter, embellished when James Milner scored a late penalty 
barely a minute after his team had been reduced to ten men by Gareth Barry's 
red card. For Liverpool, it was a miserable conclusion to a chastening day on 
which they felt forced into dropping their appeal against Luis Suarez's eight-match 
suspension for racially abusing Patrice Evra. On this evidence, they will badly miss 
the Uruguay forward, but no more so than in their twolegged Carling Cup semi-
final against City, whose central defenders, Vincent Kompany and Kolo Toure, 
were utterly dominant in the air and on the ground against Andy Carroll. 
The timing of this fixture had been a source of grievance for Mancini since it was 
announced six weeks ago that it would be preceded for City, barely 48 hours 
earlier, by an awkward-looking fixture away to Sunderland. 
There had been little time for his players to recover, emotionally as well as 
physically, from the stoppage-time defeat at the Stadium of Light, but their 
response was mightily impressive. It might have been different had Stewart 
Downing shown some conviction when played through by Jordan Henderson in 
the eighth minute, but the Liverpool winger failed to capitalise -- not that Joe 
Hart, rushing out smartly to save, gave his England team-mate much time to 
think. At times Liverpool looked quite promising, playing with intelligence and 
balance, but within 33 minutes they were 2-0 down, the first goal the result of a 
Jose Reina error and the second the consequence of poor marking as Yaya Toure 
headed home from David Silva's corner. 
It was not City's most fluent performance of the season -- Silva was relatively 
quiet in the first half -- but there was a ferocity about them when they moved into 
the final third of the pitch. That was shown on eight minutes when Dirk Kuyt 
founded himself hustled out of possession by Edin Dzeko, allowing Silva to release 
Aguero, who let fly with a 25-yard shot that moved and dipped but should still not 
have beaten a goalkeeper of Reina's pedigree. Moments earlier Reina had made a 
decent save from Dzeko, after the City forward turned sharply and struck a shot 
towards the bottom corner of the goal. But he and the Liverpool defence lacked 
the assurance that was a feature of their play in the first half of the season, the 4-
0 away defeat by Tottenham Hotspur apart. Reina might have felt he had 
redeemed himself partially when he reacted well to turn Vincent Kompany's 
header over the crossbar after the City captain beat Martin Skrtel to Milner's 
near-post corner. But City tried the same tactic again from the resulting corner, 
with Silva sending the ball to the near post, where this time it was met decisively 
by Yaya Toure, standing in the space between Skrtel and Glen Johnson, to double 
City's lead. It was a similar goal to that with which Kompany put City ahead at 
Anfield in November. On that occasionLiverpool fought back strongly to draw 1-1 
-- and arguably deserved to claim all three points -- but a two-goal lead last night 
looked unassailable against a City team who dropped only two points on home 
turf in the whole of 2011. Accused by Mancini of lacking tactical discipline on 
Wearside on Sunday, City slipped firmly into preservation mode after going 2-0 up 
last night. Micah Richards and Gael Clichy rationed their forays from full back and 
Milner and Yaya Toure exercised more restraint in midfield. 
When Liverpool started to gain a little more possession in the second half, Aguero 
made way for Adam Johnson. By that time Dalglish had sent on Steven Gerrard, 
not yet match-fit, and Craig Bellamy, whose knees struggle to stand up to the 
rigours of two games in a week. But with Carroll an immobile, inert presence up 
front, it made no difference. When Barry was sent off for a second bookable 
offence with 17 minutes remaining, for fouls on Daniel Agger and Jay 
Spearing, Liverpool might have felt there was a glimmer of hope. 
City responded immediately as Dzeko released Yaya Toure on the counter-attack, 
the midfielder charging through and falling to win the penalty even before Skrtel 
reached him. Mike Jones awarded the penalty, which was converted with 
impressive composure by Milner. Adam Johnson struck a post with a long-range 
shot, but Liverpool kept going. With one minute left Hart spilt a Bellamy shot but 
recovered to make an excellent save from Maxi Rodriguez's follow-up. 
City's fans ended the night by deriding Carroll and by telling their counterparts 
that, for all the history associated with the Merseyside club, "the future is ours". 
The immediate future for City is an FA Cup third-round tie against Manchester 
United on Sunday, followed next week by the Carling Cup semi-final first leg 
against Liverpool. Exciting times indeed for City, who will hope that Newcastle 
United can do them a favour this evening. ForLiverpool, the only consolation was 
that things are an awful lot better than they were when they lost by the same 
scoreline at the venue early last season. These days losing 3-0 to City is no 
embarrassment. 
Manchester City (4-4-2): J Hart -- M Richards, K Toure, V Kompany, G Clichy -- D 
Silva (sub: J Lescott, 76min), Y Toure, G Barry, J Milner -- S Aguero (sub: A 
Johnson, 72), E Dzeko. Substitutes not used: C Pantilimon, P Zabaleta, S Savic, A  

Kolarov, N de Jong. Booked: Barry. Sent off: Barry. 
Liverpool (4-1-4-1): J M Reina -- G Johnson, M Skrtel, D Agger, J Enrique -- J 
Spearing (sub: M Rodriguez, 76) -- D Kuyt (sub: C Bellamy, 57), J Henderson, C 
Adam (sub: S Gerrard, 57), S Downing -- A Carroll. Substitutes not used: A Doni, M 
Kelly, J Carragher, J Shelvey. Booked: Johnson. 
Referee: M Jones. 
 

 
Deadly Aguero makes most of Reina blunder to lead City plunder 
Winning the Premier League is as much about pretence as pre-eminence. This 
result has the tone of the rampant Manchester City we have seen so often but it 
was not really so. At this congested stretch of the fixture list there was unlikely to 
be expansive play, particularly from a side beaten at Sunderland two days earlier. 
Given the context, City could be pardoned for feeling that they had returned to 
authoritative ways. This may not have been a rout but it was ultimately an 
efficient win. The most noteworthy aspect may have been their conduct 
in adversity. When Gareth Barry was sent off in the 73rd minute after a second 
bookable offence, for fouling Liverpool's Daniel Agger, the side reacted almost at 
once. Yaya Toure went down under a challenge by Martin Skrtel and James Milner 
crashed home the penalty for a third goal. The league leaders now wait to see if 
Manchester United can pull level with a win at St James' Park tonight. This match 
had contained stresses of its own. City, with that second defeat in the league this 
season, found themselves starting all over again in the effort to ensure that 
opponents will be intimidated before the game is under way. An early goal from 
Sergio Aguero upset Liverpool's plans, undermining the notion of trusting in a 
conservative, 4-1-4-1 formation. The visitors had arrived with hope because City 
have begun to experience bruising encounters with reality in the league. 
Manchester United had an even worse weekend when falling at home to 
Blackburn Rovers, who are now 19th in the table, but the scrutiny of City is more 
intense, since a challenge for the title takes this squad into new territory. 
In the last two games the team had scored only once, with City temporarily 
stripped of the sense that it is inevitable they will find the net repeatedly. Roberto 
Mancini might have felt he was fated to lose when his team twice struck the bar 
at the Stadium of Light. In truth, a City lineup with its full measure of technique 
and confidence would have come up with a goal or two regardless of the 
difficulties encountered. They were closer to their normal selves here, 
although Liverpool were accomplices to the opener. Dirk Kuyt lost the ball to 
Milner but the drive that ensued from Aguero in the 10th minute was misread by 
Pepe Reina in goal, who allowed it to go under him. The lead was extended in a 
fashion that also smacked of carelessness. Glen Johnson did not get close to Yaya 
Toure at a David Silva corner and the Ivorian headed in at the near post. 
City felt the sense of command. The visitors had planned a protracted resistance, 
even if the hosts are highly familiar with such schemes. The immediate and 
practical consequence of Liverpool's decision not to appeal against the eight-
game ban imposed on Luis Suarez, while insisting that he was innocent of 
directing racist abuse at Manchester United's Patrice Evra, was found in Kenny 
Dalglish's selection; Andy Carroll was isolated as a lone striker, although players 
such as Kuyt were meant to support him. The fluency associated with City did not 
come flooding back instantly but the players would at least have felt that they 
were free of risk. That attitude allowed them to maintain a measured style. 
Dalglish's lineup have had some good days on the road but City's expenditure is 
futile if it does not overpower rivals on most occasions. Indeed, Mancini would 
have been concerned that his effort to spread the load had not succeeded at 
Sunderland, where the absence from the starting lineup of Aguero and David Silva 
was felt. With both in action from the kick-off, City regained some of the threat 
that has become expected of them. Achieving a breakthrough was a far more 
gruelling assignment for Liverpool. Dalglish would have hoped that the opposition 
could be contained while Steven Gerrard, recovering from injury in stages, was 
merely on the bench. He was not sent out at the very start of the second half and 
Carroll, therefore, remained separated from the rest of the lineup. Almost an 
hour had gone by before Gerrard and Craig Bellamy did enter the fray. The time 
remaining was inadequate for a task as great as getting back on level terms from a 
two-goal deficit. Even so, there can be no doubting the surge in Liverpool's morale 
under Dalglish. City, for their part, began to seem passive, as if variations to the 
lineup could not dispel some of the tiredness. While Liverpool were awash with 
purpose despite the score, City had no incentive to over-exert themselves. They 
needed merely to be vigilant and organised. Mancini's side have plenty of 
experience of carrying out that assignment, even if it is verve that has 
distinguished them. While Gerrard's participation was a fillip to Liverpool, City 
rarely needed their goalkeeper, Joe Hart, to exert himself. He may have been icing 
up but the return to winning warmed the hearts of the team. 
Manchester City 4-2-3-1 Hart; Richards, Kompany, K Toure, Clichy; Barry *, Y 
Toure; Milner, Aguero (A Johnson, 72), Silva; Dzeko. Subs not used 
Pantilimon, Lescott, Zabaleta, Savic, De Jong, Kolarov. 
Liverpool 4-1-4-1 Reina; G Johnson *, Skrtel, Agger, Enrique; Spearing (Rodriguez, 
76); Kuyt (Bellamy, 57), Henderson, Adam (Gerrard, 57), Downing; Carroll. 
Subs not used Carragher, Doni, Shelvey, Kelly. 
Referee A Marriner.  
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CITY TOPS AS REINA FLOPS; Liverpool No 1 gives Mancini's leaders an 
easy night 
Man City 3 Liverpool 0 
ON AND off the pitch, Liverpool's defence was poor last night. Morally in the case 
of Luis Suarez, and manually here at the Etihad. The two statements released 
before kick-off were depressingly predictable from a club that has turned a 
serious issue into a public relations disaster. More surprising, however, was their 
sudden inability to defend effectively here, apparent lapses in concentration 
seeing them concede two goals in a game for the first time since September 18. 
For all the problems Kenny Dalglish has faced this season, his boys at the back 
have given him little trouble. The back five he selected last night were playing 
together for the 11th straight game but first came a rare mistake by Pepe Reina 
and then poor defending from Glen Johnson and Martin Skrtel. While Reina 
enabled Sergio Aguero to score after 10 minutes, Johnson let Yaya Toure strike 
with a header 23 minutes later and Skrtel bundled over the same City man to 
concede a penalty, so propelling Manchester City clear of Manchester United at 
the summit of the Barclays Premier League. For Roberto Mancini's side, it was a 
welcome return to form after that last-minute goal condemned them to defeat at 
Sunderland on Sunday. For Liverpool, it was rather more depressing; a frustrating 
defeat that undermined their efforts to stay in the hunt for those precious 
Champions League places but one that also highlighted how hard life will be in the 
absence of Suarez. Without him, Dalglish's side were alarmingly impotent. They 
created one of two chances, but Dalglish started with Steven Gerrard and Craig 
Bellamy on the bench, and those who did earn selection, namely Stewart 
Downing, Jordan Henderson and Andy Carroll, failed to make any real impact. For 
only the second time this season Carroll was playing his third successive game, 
and the young Englishman created a fine opportunity for Dirk Kuyt with an 
athletic header. But he still looks well short of that [pounds sterling]35million 
valuation. Mancini, of course, has no such worries. He too has obstacles to 
overcome, not least in the form of Carlos Tevez. But this was a fine way to 
respond not only to that defeat at Sunderland but the goalless draw at West 
Brom, too. Liverpool should have scored inside eight minutes when Henderson's 
super pass left Downing with only Joe Hart to beat. Downing, however, has not 
yet scored for Liverpool -- indeed he has not managed an assist yet either -- and 
his hesitancy enabled Hart to block. It proved all the more frustrating when 
Aguero opened the scoring two minutes later. Edin Dzeko had already tested 
Reina with a close-range effort but when Kuyt lost possession to James Milner and 
the ball found its way to Aguero via David Silva, Liverpool's goalkeeper contrived 
to allow a speculative 25-yard shot dip under his body. Clearly, it was the 
Spaniard's intention to palm the shot away but he misjudged it completely, his 
failure to get his body behind the ball costing him dearly. Nobody was more 
disappointed than Reina himself. He kicked out in frustration as he retrieved the 
ball, knowing full well that his mistake had left his side facing quite a challenge 
against a side that completed 2011 without losing at home in the Barclays 
Premier League. Of the 18 games they contested, they won 17. Some record. 
City appeared determined to try to extend their advantage. From Liverpool, 
though, there were bright moments. Charlie Adam tested Hart with a decent free-
kick and Henderson unleashed a longrange effort that drifted just wide. Despite 
the early setback, they were playing with the confidence of a side that has lost 
just once since mid-September. Kolo Toure's reckless challenge on Adam on the 
edge of City's area in the 29th minute presented them with another opportunity, 
but Henderson's free-kick was driven straight at Gael Clichy. Very poor. 
As was Mike Jones's failure to see what could have been a penalty for City 
moments later. As Aguero surged into the box, the ball popped up and struck 
Skrtel on the arm when it seemed the Liverpool defender was beaten. He was 
certainly lucky. Skrtel was fortunate again soon afterwards when he was 
comfortably beaten in the air by Vincent Kompany. Reina rescued him with a 
marvellous save, but when Silva then delivered a terrific corner in the 33rd 
minute, Johnson proved no match for Yaya Toure and the Ivorian beat Reina with 
a thumping header to double City's lead. The game was crying out for Gerrard, if 
only to give Liverpool an option beyond playing balls into the fairly ineffective 
Carroll. That said, Carroll did do well to head the ball into the path of Kuyt only to 
see Kompany courageously block the Dutchman's volley. Even so, Liverpool were 
struggling to trouble a City side comfortably controlling this game with that 
combination of power, pace and class. With less than an hour gone Dalglish 
decided changes would have to be made, replacing Adam and Kuyt with Gerrard 
and Bellamy. Gerrard has scored three winners against City in the past, but not 
this time; not when his side were already two goals down and missing their finest 
forward.After 73 minutes Liverpool were presented with a chance to strike back, 
Gareth Barry's second yellow card -- for a blatant body-check on the fast-
advancing Daniel Agger -- leaving City with 10 men. But from the subsequent 
freekick it was City who scored, the home side launching a rapid counter-attack 
that ended with Skrtel sending Yaya Toure crashing to the ground as he 
accelerated on to an excellent ball from Dzeko. Mike Jones pointed to the spot 
and James Milner did the rest.  
MATCH FACTS MANCHESTER CITY (4-2-3-1): Hart 7; Richards 7, K Toure 6, 
Kompany 8, Clichy 6; Y Toure 8, Barry 7; Milner 7, Aguero 7 (Johnson 71min, 6), 
Silva 7 (Lescott 76); Dzeko 6. Subs not used: Pantilimon, Zabaleta, Kolarov, Savic, 
De Jong. Scorers: 

Aguero 10, Y Toure 33, Milner 75. Booked: Barry. Sent off: Barry. 
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina 4; Johnson 4, Skrtel 5, Agger 6, Enrique 6; Spearing 6 
(Maxi 76), Adam 5 (Gerrard 57, 6); Kuyt 5 (Bellamy 57, 6), Henderson 5, Downing 
6; Carroll 5. Subs not used: Doni, Carragher, Kelly, Shelvey. Booked: Johnson. 
Man of the match: Yaya Toure. Referee: Mike Jones 6. Attendance: 47,131. 
 
 

 
CITY HOME IN ON TITLE 
Mancini's men are the hosts with the most in Premier race AFTER the festive 
hangover that cast doubt over their title credentials, normal service has been 
resumed for Manchester City. 
Following their Christmas and New Year wobbles at West Brom and Sunderland, 
Roberto Mancini's side proved the old maxim that there is no place like home as 
they maintained their formidable record at a rain-soaked Etihad Stadium. 
Goals from Sergio Aguero - his 16th of the season - Yaya Toure and James Milner 
made it 10 successive Premier League home wins for City, who opened up a 
three-point lead over bitter rivals Manchester United. 
Mancini reckons the title will be decided when City host United on April 28. But if 
his side can keep up their remarkable home form, the crown may well be theirs 
before that big date. 
For while United have to travel to City, Tottenham and Chelsea in the second half 
of the campaign, Mancini's men host all three. 
Liverpool arrived on the back of an impressive run of just one defeat in 17 games 
in all competitions, although without striker Luis Suarez, who chose not to appeal 
against his suspension for racially abusing United's Patrice Evra. 
But they were all too easily swept away in the pouring rain, even though the Blues 
lost Gareth Barry to a red card on 73 minutes. 
It was the visitors who created the first chance, Jordan Henderson's exquisitely-
timed and weighted ball to Stewart Downing splitting the City defence. But 
keeper Joe Hart displayed superb anticipation in coming off his line to thwart 
the Liverpool winger, whose wait for a goal for his new club goes on. 
In a frenetic opening, Edin Dzeko saw an angled shot blocked by Pepe Reina, but 
the Reds keeper had to hang his head in embarrassment a minute later. The 
Spaniard committed the kind of blunder that is sure to find its way on to a football 
howlers DVD in time for the next festive season. 
There seemed little danger for Liverpool when Glen Johnson took a throw deep in 
his own half, but Dirk Kuyt lost possession to Milner, the ball spilling to David 
Silva. 
He funnelled the ball to Aguero, whose dipping shot was badly misjudged by 
Reina, as he allowed the ball to fly straight under his body and into the net. 
It was a humiliating error from Reina, who was also at fault for the goal in his 
side's 1-0 defeat last month at Fulham. Liverpool responded with Charlie Adam 
forcing a save from Hart with a low, curling free-kick, but that was about it from 
Kenny Dalglish's side. 
Reina tipped over a goal-bound header from Vincent Kompany in the 32nd 
minute, but within 60 seconds it was a familiar tale of self-recrimination for 
the Liverpool keeper as City doubled their lead. 
Silva slung in a corner from the right, Yaya Toure meeting the ball ahead of 
Johnson to send a powerful header in off the underside of the bar. Replays 
showed Reina was slow to react, grasping at thin air as the ball sailed past him. 
The second half was 10 minutes old when Dalglish decided to introduce Steven 
Gerrard and former City star Craig Bellamy, a last-ditch effort to salvage 
something from the game. And the visitors were handed a glimmer of hope when 
Barry was sent off for a second yellow card following a cynical block on Daniel 
Agger. 
But within a minute Liverpool found themselves 3-0 down with no way back, after 
Martin Skrtel brought down Yaya Toure to concede a penalty. 
Milner duly converted to round off a perfect night for City. Over to you, United. 
MAN CITY: Hart 7, Richards 6, Kompany 8, K Toure 7, Clichy 6, Barry 5, Y Toure 8, 
Milner 6, Aguero 7 (A Johnson 72, 5), Silva 7 (Lescott 76, 5); Dzeko 6 LIVERPOOL: 
Reina 4, Johnson 5, Agger 5, Skrtel 5, Enrique 5, Spearing 6, Kuyt 5 (Bellamy 58, 6), 
Henderson 6, Adam 5 (Gerrard 58, 5), Downing 6, Carroll 5 ATT: 47,131 REFEREE: 
M Jones 
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City stroll past lame Liverpool in absence of Suarez 
It was a game defined by the absence of one man and nowhere was Luis Suarez's 
absence felt more keenly than in Liverpool's malfunctioning, under-performing 
attack. If only the indignation that coursed through Liverpool's mealy-mouthed 
refusal to accept any blame for Suarez's behaviour towards Patrice Evra on that 
infamous day at Anfield had translated itself into something approaching 
ruthlessness in front of goal last night. If it is a siege mentality that Kenny Dalglish 
had hoped to engender in his team then this had to be the shortest siege in 
memory. 
The Liverpool defence was breeched after just ten minutes by Sergio Aguero 
before Yaya Tour[c] scored another before half-time. Even when City went down 
to ten men after Gareth Barry picked up a second clumsy booking after the break, 
the home side went virtually straight to the other end and won a penalty that 
James Milner converted. 
If Andy Carroll is to be as ineffective as he was last night then it will be a long 
seven games without Suarez until he eventually returns - most likely against 
Tottenham on 6 February. The [pounds sterling]35m man, asked to lead on his 
own up front last night, looked lonely and isolated and between them, Kolo 
Tour[c] and Vincent Kompany babysat the Liverpool striker with the minimum of 
effort. Even the arrival of Steven Gerrard with 33 minutes to play could not 
galvanise Liverpool in the manner that he had in Friday's win over Newcastle 
United. The problems were not just in attack either. Martin Skrtel might have 
been sent off for his foolish trip on Yaya Tour[c] for the penalty. Certainly Roberto 
Mancini thought so as he brandished an imaginary card on the touchline. 
The win for City restores their lead at the top of the Premier League over 
Manchester United to three points and demands that the defending champions 
go to St James' Park tonight and win if they are to keep pace. It was an immediate 
antidote to that defeat to Sunderland on Saturday and it was delivered with very 
few scares along the way. 
The evening got worse for Liverpool almost immediately - they were one goal 
behind within ten minutes and it was virtually all Pepe Reina's fault. 
Not quite all: Dirk Kuyt listlessly allowed James Milner to win the ball off him 
cheaply outside the Liverpoolarea and from there possession went to Aguero via 
David Silva. The Argentine hit his shot early and hard but it should have been no 
problem for Reina to deal with. Instead it bounced and disappeared underneath 
him and into the Liverpool goal. It was a dreadful mistake and Reina's anguished 
lash out at the ball as it bounced back out of the net said enough. The problem for 
the Liverpool goalkeeper is that this is not his only error in recent days. He spilled 
a shot from Danny Murphy to allow Clint Dempsey to score at Craven 
Cottage. Liverpool cannot afford this shoddiness. 
Before then they had a decent chance when Stewart Downing ran in on goal and 
had his shot saved by Joe Hart. The lack of confidence in the finish told you 
everything you needed to know about his lack of goals this season. A pity for him 
because Downing performed well sporadically in the first half, most notably when 
he gave Micah Richards a run for his money down the wing. 
In attack there were predictable problems for Liverpool in the absence of Suarez. 
On his own in attack, Carroll managed to stretch and climb for one Jose Enrique 
cross late in the first half - which he knocked down for Kuyt - but otherwise he 
struggled to make an impact. 
Liverpool came back into the game briefly after City's first goal although they 
failed to make much of it in terms of chances. Jordan Henderson had a shot that 
went wide of the goal and then on 33 minutes City scored again. It was painfully 
simple: Silva's corner from the right was headed past Reina by Yaya Tour[c] and 
went in off the underside of the Liverpool bar. 
Barry had been booked in the first half for a foul on Jay Spearing by referee Mike 
Jones. Jones was announced as the replacement for Andre Marriner on Monday - 
although Marriner's name was still on the official teamsheet - and it was not clear 
exactly why. Marriner has been injured but there were some suggestions that his 
role as the referee in the Suarez-Evra game in October swayed the Premier 
League's mind. Jones nearly gave Barry his second booking for a careless tackle on 
Gerrard and then minutes later the City man gave the referee no option. His 
challenge on Daniel Agger looked innocuous enough but it was more the 
combination of fouls committed that seemed to convince Jones that he had to go. 
That might have been the moment that Liverpool roused themselves to re-double 
their efforts. Instead, minutes later, Yaya Tour[c] was running through on goal, 
Skrtel stretched out a cautious leg and the Ivorian went over it. Mancini implored 
the referee to dismiss the midfielder but he decided that Tour[c] was too far wide 
of the goal for it to be judged a denial of an obvious goalscoring opportunity. 
Milner swept in the penalty and that was pretty much the game over with 16 
minutes left. Liverpool had a moderate amount of pressure towards the end, but 
that was it. 
Dalglish's team have to return to east Manchester for the first leg of their Carling 
Cup semi-final a week today and the absence of Suarez for the rest of the month 
will weigh heavy on them. That competition remains one of their best chances of 
a trophy this season and they can hardly afford another performance like this 
one. 
 

 

 
 City's character shines through but Barry red is a blow 
Manchester City 3 Aguero 10, Y Toure 33, Milner pen 75 Liverpool 0 Att: 47,131 
It was Manchester City making the strong statement to Manchester United last 
night. Liverpool, still smarting at losing Luis Suarez, had no answer to City's 
assertive football, looking as lifeless as Roberto Mancini's team were vibrant in 
rising three points clear of United at the top of the Premier League table. 
The champions can keep pace, although they must win tonight at Newcastle, but 
this was an important, if easy, victory for City. For those predicting a period of 
silence for those shouting the odds for City, the noisy neighbours turned up the 
decibel level. Mancini had torn into his players for not concentrating during the 
New Year's Day's defeat at Sunderland and they responded in style. They were 
hungry, intelligent, busy throughout. They never allowed Liverpool any space, any 
time in possession. So much for Mancini's concerns about his players being 
exhausted. Sergio Aguero, Yaya Toure and a James Milner penalty gave City a 
straightforward victory, so straightforward that they never looked troubled when 
losing Gareth Barry to a soft red card. Yaya Toure was again excellent but once 
again praise must be lavished on City's captain, Vincent Kompany, who again 
resembles the rock on which opposing attacks founder. Andy Carroll was poor, 
utterly failing to alarm Kompany. With Kompany in such form, and Micah Richards 
also impressing until Craig Bellamy gave him such late problems, Liverpool simply 
could not break City down, even with Bellamy on, even with Steven Gerrard given 
another half-hour. They looked distracted, as if still absorbing the Suarez 
ramifications, and need to sharpen up mentally quickly. On a painful day 
for Liverpool, the game brought more misery, their mood captured by the pouring 
rain. In what should have been an opportunity for Andy Carroll to demonstrate his 
abilities, the opening 45 minutes in particular proved merely a reminder of how 
much they miss Suarez's energy and inventiveness around the box. Liverpool were 
blunt, Carroll anonymous as City swept into a two-goal lead. The hosts were far 
sharper, quicker to close the visitors down, always looking to test Pepe Reina. 
Edin Dzeko, so disappointing at the Stadium of Light on Sunday, was more 
involved, bringing a low save from Reina as the game opened up. But then City 
stepped up another gear, seizing the lead. Aguero made the breakthrough but it 
involved a rare piece of poor goalkeeping from Reina. When Aguero let fly, the 
Argentinian imparted enough venom in the shot and the ball bounced in front of 
Reina, but it should still have been a fairly routine save for the Spaniard. 
AsLiverpool's fans behind the goal looked on in horror, Reina allowed Aguero's 
shot to spill through his grasp and past him into the net. It was a surprising error 
for such an experienced goalkeeper. Liverpool rallied briefly, looking to find 
Carroll but City were too alert, notably Micah Richards who leapt well to steer a 
cross away from Carroll at the far post. Joe Hart also saved a Charlie Adam free-
kick. This was a night of deep frustration for Dalglish and his players. City's threat 
was always there, always posed from a range of options. Vincent Kompany 
demanded a good save from Reina, who partially made amends for his earlier 
mistake, but the pressure never eased. David Silva curled in a corner and there 
was Yaya Toure heading home. City will miss the Ivory Coast powerhouse when 
he leaves for the African Cup of Nations. Trailing by two goals, Liverpool slowly 
awoke. Carroll headed wide. Kompany, again outstanding, blocked a Dirk Kuyt 
shot. But Liverpool lacked spark. Dalglish resisted any changes at the break, 
waiting 12 minutes before introducing Steven Gerrard and Craig Bellamy, the 
former City player who was accorded a warm welcome by the home fans. 
Bellamy was immediately involved, charging down the left, soon lifting in a cross 
that required more good defending by Richards to divert to safety. Another 
Bellamy cross reached Carroll, who had risen above Kompany, but the England 
striker's header lacked conviction. Mancini had questioned his players' 
commitment on Wearside. He could not here. Dzeko tracked back. So did Aguero. 
Barry headed clear. Aguero departed to a standing ovation for his hard work with 
19 minutes remaining, being replaced by Adam Johnson. City were then stunned 
when Barry, already cautioned for a foul on Jay Spearing, was sent off for a 
second yellow, running into Daniel Agger. It was a pointless challenge, particularly 
as Yaya Toure was sliding in to dispossess the Dane, but it was not venomous. 
Mancini was furious, questioning the decision, and eventually laughing at what he 
saw as the absurdity of the red card. Within a minute of going a man down, City 
went a further goal up. Yaya Toure motored into the box but fell far too easily 
under Martin Skrtel's challenge. Penalty decreed Mike Jones, pointing 
immediately to the spot. Whatever the legitimacy of the decision, there could be 
no arguing with the unanswerable nature of James Milner's finish from the spot, 
the ball driven unerringly past Reina. As City's players celebrated, their manager 
embarrassed himself. Mancini waved an imaginary card in an attempt to get 
Skrtel dismissed, which would have made it 10 men apiece. The fourth official, 
Stuart Attwell, commendably was having none of Mancini's attempted 
gamesmanship and rebuked the Italian. Liverpool tried not to go out with a 
whimper. Maxi turned in the box but directed a weak shot wide. Then Gerrard 
drove towards the edge of the City area but failed to worry Hart. Liverpool need  
Gerrard more match-fit, and Carroll to step up to the considerable challenge in 
Suarez's absence. For City, normal service has been resumed. 
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THE only telling blows Liverpool FC landed on a truly miserable night in 
Manchester came 90 minutes before kick-off. 
In accepting Luis Suarez’s eight-match ban the club took decisive action to draw a 
line under a long-running and unseemly saga. 
Having assessed the independent regulatory commission’s findings, the decision 
was taken not to appeal against the punishment. 
There were certainly enough holes in the report to earn at least a reduction in 
Suarez’s ban, but they would have run the risk of doing further damage to a proud 
club’s global reputation and the ongoing wider battle to stamp out racism. 
A bitter row has finally been brought to a conclusion but this was no admission of 
guilt. From Suarez’s plea that he “hasn’t done anything wrong” to Liverpool 
reaffirming their belief in his innocence amid talk of “ultimately unsubstantiated” 
allegations it’s clear a major sense of injustice lingers. 
But the bottom line is for the next month Kenny Dalglish must soldier on without 
his creative force and the Uruguayan will be sorely missed. 
Liverpool were able to make light of his absence against Newcastle but when they 
stepped up in class last night they were found wanting. 
The final scoreline was harsh against a Manchester City side who are yet to drop a 
point at the Etihad Stadium this season and will surely be crowned champions in 
May. But Dalglish will be left to rue the fact the Reds were the architects of their 
own downfall as 2012 kicked off with a crushing defeat. 
This was the first part of a January trilogy with City and Roberto Mancini’s side 
have landed a major psychological blow ahead of next week’s Carling Cup semi-
final first leg. Ultimately, this match was about as enjoyable for Dalglish as reading 
the commission’s 115-page report but it could have been very different. 
Liverpool wasted a glorious chance to strike first. Inside eight minutes Jordan 
Henderson’s intelligent pass sent Stewart Downing scampering through. 
The winger had just Joe Hart to beat but couldn’t manage it as the keeper 
smothered his shot. 
It was the kind of unconvincing effort synonymous with a player who hasn’t 
scored since he beat Pepe Reina at Villa Park on the final day of last season. 
The Reds were still ruing that miss when City went in front two minutes later. 
Dalglish’s side have found goals hard to come by this season but what the boss 
has been able to count on is a rock solid defence. They had conceded just five 
times in their previous 11 games with a settled backline seemingly growing in 
confidence with every passing week. However, they fluffed their lines last night 
and City took full advantage. The hosts’ opener was a comedy of errors. It came 
from the Reds’ own throw with Dirk Kuyt carelessly conceding possession. 
James Milner and David Silva found Sergio Aguero whose dipping 25-yarder 
should have posed little problem for Reina. However, to the keeper’s horror the 
ball squirmed under his body and into the net. 
For a City side whose title challenge had been dented by only one point out of six 
over Christmas it was the perfect boost. 
The opener energised them and with the impressive Silva enjoying far too much 
freedom the Reds were fortunate not to fall further behind. Edin Dzeko’s shot 
took a big deflection off Glen Johnson and left Reina flat-footed, although to his 
relief it dribbled just past the post. Liverpool weathered the storm and showed 
plenty of guts to force their way back into the contest. Hart parried away Charlie 
Adam’s curling free-kick and Henderson threatened from long range. 
When the Reds, who wore black armbands in respect of Gary Ablett, got players 
bursting forward in support of lone frontman Andy Carroll they looked dangerous. 
One clever nod down from Carroll found Adam who was hacked down by Kolo 
Toure. But the opportunity was spurned with Henderson meekly blazing into the 
wall. After a spell of decent pressure, Liverpool shot themselves in the foot for a 
second time 12 minutes before the break. 
They were lucky to escape seconds earlier when Vincent Kompany’s header from 
Milner’s corner was expertly tipped over by Reina. 
But they failed to heed the warning. Silva swung the ball in from the right and 
Yaya Toure got away from Glen Johnson far too easily to nod home. 
City became the first team to score more than once against the Reds since Spurs 
in mid-September. Early in the second half Dalglish turned to Steven Gerrard and 
Craig Bellamy for inspiration. In truth it was a surprise neither of them started. 
The ineffective Adam and Kuyt made way and Liverpool immediately looked a 
much more potent threat. With Bellamy flying down the left wing City found 
themselves forced on to the back foot and the Welshman went close to reducing 
the deficit. The Reds were in the ascendency and it looked like the stage was set 
for a late fightback when Gareth Barry clattered into Daniel Agger and was 
dismissed for a second yellow with 18 minutes to go. 
But within seconds City were out of sight. Skrtel upended Yaya Toure and Milner 
gave the Reds a lesson in how to take a penalty. 
It could have got even worse for the Reds with substitute Adam Johnson striking 
the woodwork. Wounds will be licked and Liverpool must respond in the right 
manner against Oldham in the FA Cup on Friday night. 
The challenge facing Dalglish is to ensure when Suarez returns to action in 
February the Reds’ hopes of glory are still alive. They are big boots to fill but 
Liverpool’s season depends on it. 

Man City: Hart, Richards, Kompany, Kolo Toure, Clichy, Yaya Toure, Barry, Silva 
(Lescott 76), Milner, Aguero (Johnson 72), Dzeko. Not used: Pantilimon, Zabaleta, 
Kolarov, Savic, De Jong. 
Liverpool: Reina, Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Enrique, Spearing (Rodriguez 76), Kuyt 
(Bellamy 57), Adam (Gerrard 56), Henderson, Downing, Carroll. Not used: Doni, 
Carragher, Shelvey, Kelly. 
Referee: Mike Jones. Attendance: 47,131 
Goals: Aguero 10, Yaya Toure 33, Milner 75. 
Yellow cards: City: Barry. Liverpool: Johnson. Red cards: Barry (second yellow). 

 

 
Manchester City re-discovered their goal-scoring form to move three points clear 
at the top of the Premier League with victory over Liverpool at a rain-swept Etihad 
Stadium. 
City - who had failed to score in their last two games - went ahead when Liverpool 
goalkeeper Pepe Reina allowed Sergio Aguero's 10th minute shot to squirm under 
him and in. 
Yaya Toure then headed in the Blues' second from a David Silva corner after 33 
minutes. 
When Gareth Barry was sent off for a second yellow after 73 minutes it looked 
like City were in for a nervy finish. 
But when Yaya was adjudged to have been brought down by Martin Skrtel after a 
surging run, James Milner dispatched the penalty into the top corner. 
 
Soul searching  
After all the head-hanging and soul-searching, Christmas was just a bad headache 
rather than something more terminal. 
The statistics now read that, since defeat at Chelsea, City have conceded one goal 
in five games - and that was offside. 
And yet there have been people calling for the manager’s head, which is beyond 
insane. 
Even in the goalless draw at West Brom and the defeat at Sunderland, all that was 
lacking was a little more zip, or perhaps a touch of luck. 
We got both in this game, as City – with Silva restored and looking better for his 
rest – brighter, but still needing a goalkeeping error to break an unheard-of two-
game blank spell. 
Kenny Dalglish had impact players Maxi Rodriguez and Craig Bellamy on the 
bench, along with Steven Gerrard – quite a threesome to have against opponents 
likely to tire badly in the last half-hour. 
It was a plan that was spiked by City’s early goal, and by the time Gerrard and 
Bellamy arrived – the latter to resounding applause - the visitors were two down. 
City made six changes, and it would have been more had Mario Balotelli not 
reported ill, along with Samir Nasri. 
Thankfully for the Blues, the changes were all positive, with the most potent full-
back combination of Micah Richards and Gael Clichy back in situ, and David Silva, 
James Milner and Sergio Aguero all coming in. 
When the Blues finally got some luck – a commodity sorely missing over the 
festive period – it was Reina who gifted it. 
The approach play was neat, and Silva’s touch to set up Aguero was typically 
pleasing, but when the Argentinian fired in his shot, there appeared to be little 
danger. 
Reina, for such a talented keeper, made a horrendous hash of it, letting the ball 
bounce under him and into the net. 
Liverpool still had plenty of intent as well, Hart hesitantly beating away Charlie 
Adam’s free kick. He showed that he has learned, as this time the ball was 
diverted well away from goal. 
The Blues have clearly worked out that near-post corners are a weakness for the 
Anfielders, as Vincent Kompany scored from one in the match on Merseyside. 
He almost repeated the dose as Reina kept out his powerful header, but from the 
resulting corner City delivered to the same area and Yaya Toure nodded it in off 
the bar. 
Now the challenge for the Blues was to see out the game, and Kompany set the 
example with a magnificent block to deny Dirk Kuyt from Andy Carroll’s knock-
down just before half time. 
Things looked tricky when Barry unluckily picked up a red card for two borderline 
yellow cards, with 20 minutes to play, but City’s response was devastating. 
With Yaya playing on the break, the Blues sprang out of their defensive formation, 
and the big man was tripped by Skrtel as he powered into the box. 
That should have been red for denial of a goalscoring opportunity, but Milner 
despatched the spot kick and the Blues were home and hosed. 
In fact, they might have made it more emphatic as sub Adam Johnson arced a 
trademark shot beyond Reina and against the post. 
The win stretches the Blues’ Etihad winning run to 15 straight matches – one 
more and they will equal a 91-year-old club record. 
It also means their unbeaten home run now stands at 30 matches in all 
competitions, 28 of which have been wins. Mancini out, indeed! 
 

 


